This article examines events involving accusations of bloodsucking in the southwestern Sahara. French colonial archives allow researchers to identify specific cases in time and location; however, this article seeks to address but then move beyond histories of colonial governance. To highlight how communities in the Saharan desert dealt with crises provoked by environmental and social change, this investigation also relies on locally-produced written legal opinions and oral testimony. Emerging from these Saharan sources is one facet of how desert communities envisioned the enchantment of their social worlds and understood difficult periods caused by famine, weak economies, and domestic tensions.
dealt with the matter by imposing a fine of  francs and  days in prison on the 'three guilty' parties.

Whom the colonial resident understood as 'guilty' in this case is unclear. Likewise, the question of who reported the incident to the resident administrator only adds to the cryptic nature of this violence. In , Wā dā n was a minor oasis town of diminished commercial importance sitting on the edge of expansive dunes. The closest colonial official sat in Shinqīt ̣,  km southwest over difficult terrain. Someone wanted the French officer to know about the troublesome events. Equally inaccessible through this short report are the actual circumstances and identities of the individuals implicated in this problem to be solved by a distant colonial administrator. In any event, the tensions had subsided by the time the officer knew about them. In the short description, the woman leveling the accusation of 'sorcery' against the captive does not seem to have died from having her heart consumed, leading one to assume that this extraction also meant something other than a physical removal of a vital organ. From the report, it seems Muh ̣ammad ould Bā ba saved the accused from death and daily life returned to normal in Wā dā n. The report omits why such claims incited mob violence, how and why Muh ̣ammad ould Bā ba effectively intervened, and what led to the dénouement of this local crisis.
Despite the details absent from this half-page report, this article opens with this incident to examine a kind of event involving accusations of 'extraction' (sellā la) or the drawing out of vital bodily substances like the heart and, more commonly, blood, in the southwestern Sahara. The general patterns of accusation, violence, and reporting are repeated in other cases. Examining these cases and their contexts permits a consideration of crucial questions surrounding the kinds of anxiety troubling Saharan communities over the longer period of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. While bloodsucking events in Mauritania do tend to follow certain patterns, the explanations given for this type of event vary considerably. Thus, in contrast to the cohesive analyses of bloodsucking and witchcraft produced by other Africanist scholars, this article suggests that the local meanings of bloodsucking in Mauritania were discordant in nature.
 Bloodsucking accusations and their related events are a primary perspective from which to view local conceptions of race and related fears about the significance of shifts in social hierarchy during the colonial period, old hostilities between lineages, as well as understandings of the nature of health and illness and their implications for social cohesion.
Researchers of Mauritania have already relied upon the colonial archive to identify bloodsucking events as reported to and dealt with by French officers. And, as in the Wā dā n case, they have remarked on a pattern of accusation that almost always finds slaves or those of purported slave origin to be the target of such allegations.
 They have also used this archive to highlight social and administrative fears and poke at the limits of colonial governance when it came to the issue of slavery in Mauritania.  In this territory where colonial governance was tenuous at best, French officers made a range of compromises with regional political and religious leaders in exchange for formal declarations of submission to French rule.  This often required French officials' willful ignorance of the persistence of slavery and a promise to refrain from intervening in matters deemed 'Islamic'. Bloodsucking incidents in this Saharan region direct attention to both colonial tendencies as they tended to involve the enslaved (Ar. ᶜabīd, Fr. euphemisms captifs, serviteurs) or those considered free but whose slave origins were still recognized (h ̣rā t ̣īn) as well as the important factor of status accorded by race and religious knowledge to 'white' (bīd ̣ā n), Arabophone scholarly groups.

Local economic and political shifts in the first half of the twentieth century animated by cyclical droughts, the Second World War, and gradual movement away from slave labor greatly affected Saharan daily life, with colonial reports indicating that a phenomenon called 'bloodsucking' was perhaps one response to such changes in Mauritania. However, these administrative documents never take the accusations seriously and they rarely provide substantial information about the social dynamics at play in the incidents they describe. This article seeks to both address and also move beyond histories of colonial governance to highlight one way that Saharan communities dealt with local crises of environmental and social change.
 Although the colonial report on Wā dā n centered on claims of the female captive 'eating the heart' of another woman, eyewitness accounts are absent. Because physical and social distances separated colonial knowledge production about such events from local, Saharan epistemologies, relying solely on French reports provides only partial understanding. As such, moving outside of the framework of the colonial archive requires a turn to locally-produced Arabic texts and ethnographic interviews to access not only important details but especially ontological explanations of the events' meanings. From these Saharan sources, a fuller understanding emerges of how desert communities envisioned the forces of their social worlds during periods of famine, economic stagnation, and domestic tensions.
PRECOLONIAL DESCRIPTIONS OF BLOODSUCKING
By at least the late eighteenth century, some inhabitants of the southwestern Sahara were acquainted with bloodsucking episodes. As Yaḥya ould el-Bara noted in an essay on the political and religious context of reformist Sīdī ᶜAbdullah ould al-Hājj Ibraḥīm (d. /), people were familiar with 'a kind of ability to harm people by focusing on them with sight and determination'.  To my knowledge, Ould al-Hā jj Ibraḥīm's treatise, Rushd al-ghā fil (A guide for the lost), provides the earliest written documentation of bloodsucking in a formula for constructing a magic square (jadwal) to heal victims of sellā l.  Ould
El-Bara explains that reciting the formula of letters in the square afforded protection from 'the kind of magic known as al-saghnīa or al-mus ̣s ̣ or al-sell'.  Ould al-Hā jj
Ibraḥīm had studied Islamic esoteric sciences to combat the effects of bloodsucking.

In the historiography of Mauritania, scholars have explored how religious scholars in the Sahara deployed their knowledge of Islamic esoteric sciences as part of a claim to religious and moral authority.
 Locally referred to as l'h ̣jāb, this secret wisdom of protective and healing sciences has been understood through the lens of Sufism and indicates a relationship to invisible spiritual entities (jnū n). In this 'Saharan Islamic culture', members of bīd ̣ā n scholarly confederations garnered a mastery of these sciences through their learning of the Qur'ā n.  Claiming deep knowledge of the Islamic sciences also allowed them to function as intermediaries between various groups in the region because of their perceived exclusive ability to 'administer the invisible'.  These Muslim experts were also often called  Y. ould el-Bara, 'Al-fuqahā wa ᶜulū m al-sirr wa al-shirr (al-muᶜarif al-khaffiya)', unpublished article shared with permission by author.  See M. L. ould Muh ̣ammad al-Amīn al-Sā lem, 'Awl bah ̣th h ̣ awl al-kitā ba al-talismanīa fī morītā niā aw al-sirr al-ḥurf', Morītānīa Akhbār, (https://goo.gl/tiIAv), accessed  Apr. .  Ould el-Bara, 'Al-fuqahā '.  The Tagā nt scholar studied with the Futa Jallon Fulani scholar Alfa Ibrahima who gave him this formula.
Interviews He continued, explaining that evildoers 'practice this with a pomegranate by gathering from it the seeds until there are no longer any seeds left'.
 In both cases, the heart and the seeds had been removed from a distance, without lacerating the skin. This notion of an ability to remove the innermost body parts and liquids without actually touching the victim was a widespread aspect of bloodsucking accusations in Mauritania. The removal of essential life forces or organs occurred invisibly, so much so that the victims of sellā la were often unaware that their heart or blood had been removed. Three of the most prominent scholars of Mauritania have written about bloodsucking episodes, all relying on a shared corpus of colonial documentation and one locallyproduced but, in their cases, translated description of the phenomenon from the end of the nineteenth century.
 This last source, Sīdah ̣med ould al-Amīn's (dit al-Shinqīt ̣,
The Encyclopedia of the biographies of the Literati of Shinqīt ̣', better known as al-Wasīt ̣ was published in Cairo in  after al-Shinqīt ̣ left Mauritania  years earlier.  The book describes the intellectual activity and traditions of al-Shinqīt ̣'s birthplace at the end of the nineteenth century, reflecting social life in the decades before the French colonial incursion. This was a time before the abolition of the regional slave trade and before colonial officials worked to monitor and shape local politics.
Writing for an audience unfamiliar with the cultural specificities of Mauritania, al-Shinqīt ̣ had an interest in portraying his native land as part of the Arab world instead of the 'Land of the blacks' (Bilā d as-Sū dā n), largely considered non-Muslim at the time.
 Al-Shinqīt ̣ included a short section in Al-Wasīt ̣ entitled, 'Words on sorcery in Shinqīt ̣'. Considerate of his audience, he used a term more broadly recognized in the Muslim world, sih ̣r, instead of the regionally-specific term sellā la to describe an undated episode of bloodsucking accusations and fears in the date oasis town of Tijikja. Explaining that this 'sorcery' spread among the slaves in oasis communities, Al-Shinqīt ̣ confirmed that an aggressor might attack by 'looking at the chest of a person' when he would 'pull out his heart, but he does not take it [the heart] except if he has contact with [the person] or with his shadow', emphasizing the malignant possibilities of a gaze.

Encapsulating the central specificity of bloodsucking accusations in this contact zone between bīd ̣ā n and 'black' populations, al-Shinqīt ̣'s account reveals the crucial function of ideas about race, social hierarchy, and belonging in these incidents in Mauritania. In Al-Wasīt ̣'s Tijikja case, this sorcery is portrayed as a slave's revenge for a master's  vo l .   , n o .  mistreatment: 'If a master or anyone else hits a slave, he could be certain that  days later then his head will fall on a pillow and he will die suddenly and people say the slave is a sorcerer.'
 He wrote 'the reason for the existence of sih ̣r among the slaves of Shinqīt ̣ [present-day Mauritania] is that many of the slaves are imported from among the Bambara and they are black people and sih ̣r among them is beyond measure.'  Indeed, for al-Shinqīt ̣ and many of his bīd ̣ā n contemporaries, slaves were conceptualized as non-Muslim outsiders who came from a language and cultural group identified vaguely as 'Bambara'.  The Saharan traveler must have also considered this kind of sih ̣r specific enough to his homeland to explain it to curious readers in the Middle East because other forms of sorcery and magic, such as the mixing of plant-based concoctions, animal and human hair and body parts, or formulae of incomprehensible incantations were also widespread and often classified under the same term, yet he only classified sellā la as 'sorcery'. E. Ann McDougall has used this case to put forward two arguments about change over time when it came to bloodsucking. Firstly, she argues that the dominant bīd ̣ā n community simply was not equipped to deal with this nefarious extraction, seeing it as something new to the region arriving with an influx of slaves at the end of the nineteenth century.
 She also claims that classifying bloodsucking as a consequence of the evil eye (ᶜayn) is a sign of a narrowing of the distance between '"Moor" and "black" supernatural powers' as master and slave society blended.  However, as shown above with antecedent Arabic documentation, bloodsucking was already widely known and dealt with by bīd ̣ā n scholars much further into the Sahara. These earlier descriptions pointed to a determined stare being more frequent than physical touch when it came to the extraction of bodily organs or fluids.
In the Tijikja case, al-Shinqīt ̣ writes that the inhabitants of the oasis town discovered sih ̣r among their slaves and concluded they had to massacre all slaves to rid the town of this threat. Indeed, to proceed, the Tijikja inhabitants called for an expert from 'the land of the blacks' to undertake the task of cleansing the date oasis of its problematic slaves. of as akin to that of the slaves and had already successfully confronted sorcery in other communities. Once the slaves gathered, this paid specialist would 'give them curative drinks so they [would] vomit and the accused vomited what was known as sih ̣r'.

Although the specialist performed this procedure, taking his money and leaving, 'it was obvious that sih ̣r remained in the slaves as before and people then killed whoever was a sorcerer.'
 Al-Shinqīt ̣ omitted how sorcerers were then distinguished from among the entirety of the slave population, but a further indication of the deep links in people's minds between slavery and sellā la is the fact that al-Shinqīt ̣ mentioned the towns of Tijikja, At ̣ā r, and Awjeft as especially notorious for sellā la incidents. Busy date oases and caravan centers until the s, these Saharan communities were sites of slave labor and trade between sub-Saharan and North Africa. Imagined as ritually powerful by bīd ̣ā n, Bambara and other African slaves bore reputations as knowledgeable experts in the arts of herbal remedies and poison, in harmful magic, and flesh-eating.
 Often identified as non-Muslim or only marginally so even after converting, they allegedly practiced sciences forbidden by the Qur'ā n and this illicit knowledge made them appear especially dangerous. Bīd ̣ān slave-reliant communities likely heard about or witnessed possession rituals and incidents of 'soul-eating' among neighboring black communities.  Conceivably, bīd ̣ā n caravan traders and itinerant Muslim scholars could have carried observations and accounts of these practices back to their home communities. In the lower Senegal valley, people denounced as 'flesh-eaters' were sometimes sold to bīd ̣ā n.  Slaves could have been purchased and voyaged with caravans further
North into the desert carrying with them reputations as dangerous sorcerers. Slaves captured or sold as adults might have also carried rituals into bīd ̣ā n-dominated oasis towns. Clearly, it was believable that slaves in oasis communities might wield their potent magic against local Muslim communities. Al-Shinqīt ̣ explained that the motivations of slaves to strike out stemmed from 'the intensity of desire for meat, hunger and anger'.
 Meat and milk from camel, goat, and sometimes cow made up the foundation of desert diets in semi-nomadic and settled communities. Millet, dates, sugar, tea, and the rare vegetable grown in the colder months  vo l .   , n o .  supplemented the usual Saharan fare. Both meat and milk, however, were scant in slave diets; therefore their nourishment of mostly seed grasses and grains left them prone to disease and higher mortality rates.
 Bloodsucking was not only envisioned as malice toward individuals but also as a way for undernourished slaves to enrich their diets with victims' blood. Over time, slaves were not always 'permanent strangers' in oasis towns, living among the dominant bīd ̣ā n, converting to Islam, speaking Hassā nīyya, bearing their masters' children, and breast-feeding the children of their mistresses.
 However, slave status not only carried the stigma of servility but it also meant restricted freedom when it came to movement, marriage, family, and economic independence. Opportunities differed based on gender because men were more likely to be manumitted by their masters, with possibilities of employment and movement often not afforded to women. In the minds of some bīd ̣ā n, women of slave status might be especially covetous of their masters' marriages, kinship relations, or children if they were unable to similarly attain them.


ADMINISTRATIVE CONCERNS DURING THE COLONIAL PERIOD
In , two years after claiming Mauritania as a territory, the French administration abolished the purchase and use of slaves in its West African colonies. 

This everyday acceptance of slavery in its various persevering forms of unpaid labor and service by colonial administrators in Mauritania meant that the racialized and status-based nature of bloodsucking accusations had to be camouflaged. Mauritanians might conceal the identity of the accused to avoid calling attention to illegal labor practices or French officers masked the slave status of those accused of bloodsucking. If slavery could not be acknowledged in official correspondence, how could related tensions be addressed? Causal factors related to slavery in some of the cases of accusation and mob violence were ignored.
Despite the ambivalence of the colonial administrators who should have enforced the  laws, slaves did increasingly purchase, demand, or escape to freedom over the course of the colonial period.
 Manumitted men sometimes continued to work for their former masters but under new conditions. Men also had the ability to seek opportunities elsewhere, especially in the Senegal River Valley and on peanut plantations.  Many women, however, remained in servile relationships. Responsible for their children, often with more intimate connections to their masters' families, women lacked the same options. Besides a growing awareness of the abolition of slavery, two acute periods of famine during the colonial period seem to have most motivated slaves to leave their masters in the Adrā r. In , colonial officers remarked on the intensifying dryness in the region. The resident officer in Shinqīt ̣ observed in early March  that the lack of rain meant there were no pastures for grazing animal herds. 'The tribes suffer from famine, to obtain the millet that they cannot find on the spot they send caravans in search of millet in Senegal and in the [French] Soudan.'  Two weeks later, an officer in At ̣ā r suggested sending for livestock from the southern Assaba region, hoping that , sheep and  cows could be transported north to his region.  During the same drought cycle, an officer in Shinqīt ̣ noted rising tensions between inhabitants there as the date palms went barren, debts grew, theft became a problem, and slaves fled their dire conditions. The s and early s were fraught with the effects of drought, famine, and a severe decline in the trans-Saharan caravan trade.
 

Amidst these concerns, colonial documents barely reported on events or phenomena connected to bloodsucking, sorcery, or other invisible forces. Conceivably, Mauritanians understood that their colonial officers might not share a mutual appreciation for the dangers of bloodsucking, and they might have learned through experience to silence any betrayal of sellā la accusations and the accustomed consequent violence. When bloodsucking cases did appear, officers were dismissive of the accusations themselves. They more often focused on the resulting violence or tensions as a matter of administrative concern rather than extended anthropological inquiry.

PATTERNS AND CONTEXT
Colonial archives do permit the identification of bloodsucking as a historical phenomenon and the little paperwork generated by these cases grants some analysis of general patterns during the colonial period. Yet, ethnographic conversation and oral history interviews allow for the kind of thick description necessary to begin understanding how, as Luise White argues, 'ordinary people recode and translate beliefs'.
 I conducted formal and ad hoc interviews with Mauritanians from all regional, occupational, and lingual groups  In , a colonial officer worried about the 'sudden end of the caravan trade in camels and livestock to Senegal' and its effects on Adrā r populations. APC Dossier , 'Rapports Politiques', Nov. . See also APC Dossier , 'Rapports Politiques', Jan. ; and ANS G/, 'Famine', n.  and n. , .  See ANS G/ n. C, 'Chinguetti, Mauritanie, synthèses trimestrielles -' and n. C, 'Rapport du lieutenant colonel Schneider,  mars '; ANS G/ n. , , , ; ANS G/ n. , 'Notes et renseignements,  Jan. '. Schneider noted that seventy people died due to faminerelated causes during a two-week period in Shinqīt ̣. of the country. Sometimes, our conversations were public with other family members or neighbors listening. More often, and especially with people whose social status might prevent them from speaking forcefully in public, I talked with individuals alone. Over time, I noticed a repeated pattern in the ways interlocutors discussed bloodsucking, situating the phenomenon within the moral and religious landscape of Saharan life. I use this received model, of locating bloodsucking within an Islamic framework before moving on to contextualize the initial Wā dā n case. In the Arabophone southwestern Sahara, local explanations of extraordinary exsanguination rely on two related terms that this article glosses as 'bloodsucking': a verb meaning 'to extract' or 'draw out' (sell) and a noun phrase meaning 'the sucking of blood' (imtis ̣ā s ̣ al-demm).
 In oral history interviews conducted in the Adrā r region where Wā dā n is situated (-), interlocutors most frequently spoke of 'extraction' (sellā la) to describe this drawing of blood from someone's body.  Among local conceptions of good and evil, sellā la falls under the rubric of those practices condemned in the Qur'ā n for their methods as well as their goal of harming others through opaque techniques. These particular actions of consuming bodily fluids and organs are especially condemned because drinking blood and eating carrion are explicitly prohibited in Islamic dietary law.  Saharans not only saw blood as a vital fluid that ensured physical health, but they also understood that the red liquid made up the human soul.  Bloodsucking was then denounced as a category of 'sorcery' and 'black magic' (sih ̣r and h ̣ikma al-kah ̣la), both clearly forbidden in Islam.

Contemporary oral testimony places bloodsucking under the umbrella of 'the evil eye' (ᶜayn); although, as noted earlier, the gaze was always an important aspect of early descriptions of bloodsucking.
 As with the evil eye, the assailant fixes a person with his/her eyes, staring at the victim's chest and unleashing the destructive consequences of jealousy. Explanatory examples include infertile or unmarried women envying a married mother or that of men of weak social standing coveting another's power. A person with destructive designs might try to learn sellā la techniques from a knowledgeable expert but, more often, bloodsucking expertise was understood as inherited from mother to child through birth or breast milk.  Other stories warned children not to drink or eat anything from someone  Of note, al-sell in Arabic means 'tuberculosis'; however, local ethnographic and written sources do not draw connections between bloodsucking and tuberculosis. Al-Shinqīt ̣ listed tuberculosis among other common maladies such as worms and conjunctivitis in 'Words on Illness and Health in Shinqīt ̣', yet he clearly understood tuberculosis as a lung problem cured by curdled milk. al-Shinqīt ̣, ANRIM E/-.  In interviews, these terms were almost interchangeable with the second term (imtis ̣ās ̣ al-demm) shortened to 'the act of sucking' (al-mus ̣s ̣).  Qur'ān, , .  Awfa quoted in Paul Dubié, '"El ᶜOmda": poème sur la médicine maure', trans. M. ould Ebnou Aden in Bulletin de l'IFAN, : (), -, esp. .  Among the most cited verses are Qur'ā n: :, :, :, , and . Today, h ̣ikma al-kah ̣la is often used with a dual meaning of 'black' in mind, indicating the dark arts but also people identified as racially 'black'.  Interview with ᶜAbdel Azīz ould Fata ᶜAma, Nouakchott,  May ; interview with Shaykh Amadu Bamba ould Sayā r, Tigumā t ̣īn,  Jan. ; interview with Moulay Aḥ med ould Moulay Zā yn, Shinqīt ̣,  Mar. .  ᶜAbdel Azīz ould Fata ᶜAma and interview with Muḥammad Ould Zā mel, Nouakchott,  July . For more on milk and its symbolic and generative role in Mauritania, see C. Fortier, 'Le lait, le sperme, le dos. Et le sang?
identified as a sellā l because ingesting something he or she prepared might lead to sickness or death.  Descendents of known aggressors were feared and marginalized based on the presumption that they inherited this harmful potential. An ethnographic interview in Shinqīt ̣ featured a townswoman demonstrating to regional Muslim figures how she exercised her sinister powers. Instead of the exotic pomegranate, she used a date palm -a typical plant of oasis agriculture -to illustrate how sellā la worked in the Sahara:
This was during the date harvest season and she pointed to some date palms that were far from where they were standing, pointing out that some were red and some were yellow. She looked at the dates and the dates were suddenly in her clothes, in her veil. That's how she sucks the blood of people. She sucked the dates or was able to magically take one off the far-off trees. She said that that's the way she uses sell.

Pulling ripe dates off a distant tree and, then still without moving, producing them in the folds of a veil points to a recurring aspect of what Acloque has termed 'remote vampirism'.
 Another oral account tells of how a woman outside of Shinqīt ̣ once held the end of a string, telling her victim to sit across from her with the other end. When the woman began twisting the string over and over again, blood dripped down the center, falling to the sand underneath. The blood trickled from an invisible wound, terrifying the victim.  While the sellā la, or bloodsucker, never physically touched her victim, the string was pulled taut between them, allowing her to slowly draw out the woman's blood to collect and seep down the fiber. If the process of removing bodily fluids and organs occurred imperceptibly, the symptoms of sellā la were more visible. Drained of blood, the skin turned pale and the victim might have fluttered in and out of consciousness. Writing from the regional capital of At ̣ā r, an interested French administrator penned 'Notes on Sorcery' in  after his region struggled with a series of the consequences of bloodsucking accusations and subsequent violence.
 Commandant Busquet was situated between the towns of Shinqīt ̣ and Wā dā n, as well as the palm oases of Awjevt and M'hereith. The latter two oases were especially notorious for their high incidences of sellā la. Busquet observed of bloodsucking incidents in the Adrā r that 'the sick person practically cannot make even the smallest movement: he is "like dead"; he mumbles in a sort of delirium'. Pallid, the victim no longer had any blood under his skin, so much so that 'Moors say that one could even cut the skin or even a vein or an artery of such a sick person; no blood would come out. They say that
Représentations physiologiques de la filiation et de la parenté de lait en islam malékite et dans la société maure de Mauritanie', Cahier d'études africaines (hereafter CEA), I: (), -.  Of course, many slaves or women of slave origin served as wet nurses and prepared food for their masters or employers. Interview with Senī ould ᶜAbdā wa, Nouakchott,  July . For recent descriptions of bloodsucking, see M. M. ould Aḥ med Sīdī ould Sīdī Yaḥya, Al-mujtemaᶜ al-fad ̣fād ̣: ms ̣lah ̣iz ̣āt sū sīū logia h ̣awl al-mrā ' wa al-s ̣ult ̣a wa al-thaqāfa fī al-mujtmaᶜ al-mū rītānī al-mᶜuās ̣r (Nouakchott, ), -; and A. ould Moḥammed ould Hamīn min Al Barikallah al-Faḍ ilī, Al-wasū l wa al-tarsīkh bimunā qib al-shā ykh elī al-shā ykh: hā dī al-rijā l ila h ̣ad ̣ira dhī al-jilāl (Nouakchott, n. d.), -.  Author's fieldnotes and interview with Abba ould Aḥmed Mah ̣mū d, Shinqīt ̣,  Mar. .  Acloque, 'Accusations'.  Interview with ᶜAyshetū mint Samorī, Shinqīt ̣,  July .  Busquet, 'Note sur la sorcellerie'. these witches [feminine] . . . drink the blood or eat the heart of their victims.'
 Those who fell prey to bloodsucking were left near death in the Sahara where their family members found them. A decade later Lieutenant François Beslay, serving in Shinqīt ̣ from -, reported on the 'beliefs and para-religious precepts in Mauritania'.  He explained that 'the Moors claim there are a number of people gifted with a magical power who kill their victims from a distance by drinking the blood (usell) . . . Shinqīt ̣ is a place reputed as full of people (particularly black [people]) with this power.'  Narrowing down the causal factor in the invalid's case necessitated the expertise of a Muslim spiritual mediator (h ̣ajā b) to examine the sick person's body and aliments.

Fading in and out of consciousness, the sick person would release 'only inarticulate sounds where one can discover the name of the witch [feminine], when he saw her, [when she] looked at him'.
 Accused bloodsuckers rarely confessed the crime, but they nevertheless remained objects of suspicion and intense energy focused upon eliminating the threat of illness and/or death caused by bloodsucking. At its worst, this anger could erupt into violence, as happened in the  case from Wā dā n. Regarded as 'sorcerers' (sā h ̣ira), those convicted of bloodsucking were therefore to be punished with death. Their bodies were often dragged out of town and abandoned in the desert without a proper Muslim funeral.

Colonial reports of bloodsucking incidents in Mauritania, like the episode in Al-Wasīt ̣, point to the clustering of such episodes in oasis towns. Awjeft, east of At ̣ā r, appears most prominently in these reports. Once a thriving date oasis and stop for caravans trading in slaves and salt, Awjeft and the neighboring villages of Tungā d and M'hereith relied primarily on slave labor to harvest dates and seasonal agriculture.
 These three Saharan communities were known for a high incidence of sellā la and for the presence of spirits in their environs. One elderly interlocutor from Awjeft condemned the frequent mob attacks in his village, suggesting that there were other, more sanctioned options for suturing the social wounds caused by bloodsucking accusations. He described this aggressive process of accusation and violence as 'brutal', saying 'it was against the shariᶜa what they were doing before. . . . People would accuse, then just torture, beat, and kill.'

As with the examples from the Kunta fatā wa, people desperate for help could approach a Muslim cleric for a legal opinion on the matter at hand and on how best to cope with illness caused by bloodsucking. Nonetheless, angry crowds usually rejected the objections of religious leaders. As a cleric in Shinqīt ̣ noted when explaining a colonial-era case of a woman killing her slave:  vo l .   , n o .  Before colonization, everyone engaged in these practices. Slaves were killed. Those who owned slaves had the right to do this. Slaves were like animals at that time. When that [bloodsucking accusations] happened, people did not go see the Muslim clerics. The slave did not have a family so no one pressed charges.'  Importantly, the frequent pleas of these respected male elders indicate that bloodsucking accusations were not universally accepted as credible or that these men advocated an alternative process for mediating the situation. Those convinced that bloodsucking had in fact occurred avoided the formal spaces of resolution (a colonial administrative office or a Muslim cleric's room) since each venue's authorities might have prevented the type of trial and brutal punishment desired by incensed mobs.
 Because these cases concluded in moments of hostility, news of the events reached French officers who were then obliged to consider intervention in this disturbance of social order. The return to calm, the loss of a family member or servant, and the psychological relief of the families whose members were now safe from future attacks are absent in the colonial narratives of these events. In interviews, local historians and elders tended to explain bloodsucking accusations as a way of rationalizing illness caused by anemia, diabetes, malaria, or high blood pressure. With any of these illnesses, a person might faint, feel weak, and appear pale afterward. For others, it was actually the restricted meat consumption among poorly-fed slaves, or later h ̣rā t ̣īn, that drove someone to suck another person's blood. One elderly h ̣ajā b in Awjeft recounted how a woman from his town once sucked people's blood, mixing it with camel hair and turning it into a bloody string with which she magically fabricated a goat to eat.
 In a region where meat was both an expensive yet vital part of the desert diet, these ties between red meat and bloodsucking stories seemed especially evocative of the challenges of life in the Sahara. Interviewees who questioned the truth of sellā la accusations leaned toward jealousy playing a large role in such events where accusations were linked to fears about social reproduction in Saharan communities.
 Bīd ̣ā n women leveled this accusation against certain women slaves, thus making sure that their husbands would remain faithful to the marriage and preserve the social status afforded by bīd ̣ā n genealogy. With a labor economy depending largely on slave and h ̣rt ̣anīa women as domestic servants, bīd ̣ā n women harbored legitimate anxieties about their husbands striking up relationships with these women. The low status granted to slaves and h ̣rt ̣anīa made women especially vulnerable to accusations of sellā la, which could be leveled to socially isolate and exclude women threatening to destabilize the family. While the earlier Arabic sources do not point to gender as a noticeable factor in bloodsucking episodes, some colonial reports and the bulk of my conversations with Mauritanians indicate that women were more likely suspected of this crime. By and large, accounts and explanations from both sets of sources point to women, especially  Interview with Abba ould Aḥmed Mah ̣mū d. This is supported by Acloque, 'Accusations'.  In Islamic jurisprudence (fiqh), one should avoid calling for criminal sanctions if there are any ambiguities in a case. The invisibility of hard evidence would make a trial that tested cases of bloodsucking difficult if carried out following fiqh principles of evidence.  Interview with ould Aḥ med ᶜAbdī.  Interview with Senī ould ᶜAbdā wa, Awjeft,  July . those of slave status or servile origin, as attackers. While there were and continue to be narratives of men of slave origin as well as people belonging to the low-ranking occupational groups of the tributary znega and iron-working muᶜallimīn identified with bloodsucking, 'black' women were overwhelmingly the predominant victims of these accusations.

When I asked present-day h ̣rā t ̣īn interlocutors how they understood motivations behind bloodsucking accusations, their responses linked to race, arguing that such charges were almost always blamed on those considered 'black' and of slave descent.
 In some interviews, bloodsucking accusations were directed at the weakest members: people with mental illness, unmarried women, and alienated h ̣rt ̣anī.

In this case, these explanations, not unlike histories of witchcraft accusation in medieval Europe and later New England, are connected to anxieties about the place of marginalized women in society. Carol Karlsen writes that '[t]he story of witchcraft is primarily the story of women . . . witchcraft confronts us with ideas about women, with fears about women, with the place of women in society, and with women themselves.'
 A prominent antislavery activist understood the sellāla charges against an elderly slave woman in his hometown as stemming from her owner's envy after she achieved economic independence and purchased a home.  'We accuse the most intelligent people of sell', he stated, explaining that the owner's family members, having used the allegations to isolate the woman from her social milieu, were then able to claim the woman's property. In a West African context, Andrew Apter has shown that the anti-witch Atinga movement in s Yorubaland should be analyzed 'as a drama which sought to comprehend and control' structural change as a growing cocoa economy created new opportunities for women and junior men to bypass patriarchal authority.
 In Mauritania and despite the absence of a booming economy, slaves and h ̣rā t ̣īn progressively felt emboldened to leave and act independently from their masters. Others joined religious groups considered heterodox, meeting autonomously and promoting new forms of religious practice and piety.  Conceivably, a master class worried about shifts in the landscape of labor and social authority could have deployed an already-existing idiom, that of bloodsucking, against those threatening to destabilize gender and religious norms. One h ̣rt ̣anīa woman in Awjeft interpreted bloodsucking as a way for local Muslim spiritual mediators to earn money by diagnosing bloodsucking as a cause of illness or a means of taking revenge on someone through a public allegation.  If this is partly true, and in light of increasing, yet still inadequate, access to biomedical care, these spiritual mediators might have insisted upon bloodsucking as a cause of misfortune in order to preserve their own roles in local communities.  Experts in the religious sciences were the only people capable of overcoming the evil manifested through bloodsucking.
CONCLUSION
The events in Wādā n occurred in September  during what should have been the height of the rainy season, providing a harvest of dates and their rich source of calories. However, in November , an officer observed that it was already 'a bad year' filled with 'deprivation and misery'.  Locusts swarmed into the Adrā r, devouring the already limited agriculture.  As one Shinqīt ̣ elder recalled, this period of famine was nicknamed the 'infertile times' (zemā n tenwaka) indicating a period when date palms were dying and not producing harvests as usual.  Indeed when Muh ̣ammad Lemīn ould Sadfa ould Bā bā evoked his grandfather's role in the episode, starvation played a crucial part in explaining the local crisis.  Yet, the official report of the Wādā n sellā la episode did not allude to the persisting famine playing any role in events described. Furthermore, Wā dā n had long been divided politically by two dominant tribes: the Idaw al-Hā jj and the Kunta.  The schism is important because, according to the colonial report and to Muh ̣ammad ould Bā bā 's grandson, two of the bīd ̣ā n women centrally involved in the bloodsucking case came from these two leading tribes. After a h ̣ajā b diagnosed bloodsucking as the cause of illness in the victim -the Kunta bīd ̣ā n woman -the culprit was identified as the slave of a bīd ̣ān woman from the Idaw al-Hā jj. Townspeople took the slave to the center of town. They put her on an erected cross and beat her with sticks until 'she cried and people said that if she wanted them to stop, she had to give back the woman's blood'.  Here entered
Muh ̣ammad ould Bā bā , an Idaw al-Hā jj notable from Wā dā n, to argue against this torture and the basis for accusing the slave of bloodsucking. Claiming that the accuser, the Kunta woman, was full of lies, he gave her three glasses of goat's blood which made her vomit up the little that was in her stomach -some measly date pits.  As explained by Muh ̣ammad ould Bā bā 's grandson, the hollowness of the wealthy woman's stomach revealed just how much she was feigning her own wellbeing. Instead of appealing to others for more nourishing food, this woman 'lied' and filled her stomach with date pits to satiate her hunger.

Muh ̣ammad ould Bā bā pointed at the dates and said to the surrounding crowd, 'instead of accusing this poor woman [the slave], feed this woman [the Kunta woman]'.
 Arguing that the townspeople would do better to care for each other, rather than attack a defenseless slave of an elderly woman, Muh ̣ammad ould Bā bā 's moralizing argument prevented further violence. As ould Bā bā 's grandson perceptively explained, the social positioning of the two noble women mattered, for 'only people without strong masters' could be accused of sellā la, for 'a h ̣ajā b would never say that someone from a powerful family was sellā la'.  As the ould Bā bā family remembered the incident, the weak social status of the Idaw al-Hā jj mistress as well as the persisting competition between the town's dominant tribes left her slave vulnerable to accusation. The multilayered nature of these bloodsucking events points to how these accusations were contingent upon a diverse set of historical and social factors. The case from Wā dā n underlines some of the central ambiguities of sellā la and its local meanings. We know that the case involved women from the two prominent tribes in the town, tribes that happened to have long-term tensions related to commerce, religious authority, and political control. We know that the events occurred during a period of famine when inhabitants resorted to eating date pits in order to satiate their starvation and that this detail was used to stop the violence against a woman of slave status. We know that the French officer in Shinqīt ̣ somehow heard about the events and felt a need to superficially respond and report on the violence. What we do not know is exactly why the hungry Kunta woman accused her neighbor's slave of bloodsucking nor how the town dealt with the consequences of public torture and violence. It is likely that Muh ̣ammad ould Bā bā intervened on behalf of the slave's mistress, a woman from his own tribe, however we do not know the specificity of his motivations. We do not know who informed the colonial administration of these events and why. Never clarified, we also do not know whom the French resident identified as the 'guilty' parties in this case, though it is doubtful they were ever actually fined or arrested as suggested in the archival document.
In the precarious environment of the Sahara desert, blood was seen as a coveted, lifesustaining commodity for the hungry and socially marginalized. As early as the late eighteenth century, bloodsucking appeared in locally-produced legal texts of prominent Sufi experts in the esoteric sciences of healing and protection. In towns with substantial slave populations, bīd ̣ā n feared their slave residents as non-Muslim and thus ritually-powerful, ravenous, and jealous. The idiom of bloodsucking was the same and was mobilized as a tool of social alienation and cause for murder. During periods of drought and in the context of longer local tensions between trading confederations, the accusation was leveled against the weakest members of a community. In the twentieth century, as some h ̣rāt ̣īn like coffee.' People in Atār 'fe [d] themselves with the heart of adult palm trees'. APC, 'Bulletins de renseignements subdivision de Chinguetti', Jan. .  Interview with ould Sadfa ould Bābā.  Ibid.  Ibid.
 vo l .   , n o .  and former slaves accumulated capital and sought economic and educational opportunities, sellā la was a kind of idiom used to preserve the old social order. The specific contexts of each incident reveal how a range of forces such as colonialism, the end of slavery, or famine played out locally through tribal tensions, an ill child, or domestic intimacy and jealousy. The reasons for mobilizing this idiom might vary over time and according to context; however, a remarkable consistency points to the same people accused of this crime. Overwhelmingly uttered by bīd ̣ā n and often by bīd ̣ā n slave owners against black inhabitants of desert communities, sellāla thus emerged as an accusation demarcating and preserving racial and social difference.
